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Abstract—Existing part-aware person re-identification meth-
ods typically employ two separate steps: namely, body part de-
tection and part-level feature extraction. However, part detection
introduces an additional computational cost and is inherently
challenging for low-quality images. Accordingly, in this work,
we propose a simple framework named Batch Coherence-Driven
Network (BCD-Net) that bypasses body part detection during
both the training and testing phases while still learning se-
mantically aligned part features. Our key observation is that
the statistics in a batch of images are stable, and therefore
that batch-level constraints are robust. First, we introduce a
batch coherence-guided channel attention (BCCA) module that
highlights the relevant channels for each respective part from
the output of a deep backbone model. We investigate channel-
part correspondence using a batch of training images, then
impose a novel batch-level supervision signal that helps BCCA to
identify part-relevant channels. Second, the mean position of a
body part is robust and consequently coherent between batches
throughout the training process. Accordingly, we introduce a
pair of regularization terms based on the semantic consistency
between batches. The first term regularizes the high responses
of BCD-Net for each part on one batch in order to constrain
it within a predefined area, while the second encourages the
aggregate of BCD-Net’s responses for all parts covering the
entire human body. The above constraints guide BCD-Net to
learn diverse, complementary, and semantically aligned part-level
features. Extensive experimental results demonstrate that BCD-
Net consistently achieves state-of-the-art performance on four
large-scale ReID benchmarks.
Index Terms—Person re-identification, part-based models,
channel attention.
I. INTRODUCTION
PERSON re-identification (ReID) aims at retrieving pedes-trian images belonging to the same identity across non-
overlapping camera views. Due to its broad range of potential
applications (e.g., video surveillance [1], searching for missing
children, etc.), there has been explosive growth in ReID
research in recent years [2]–[13].
The key to robust ReID lies in high-quality pedestrian repre-
sentations. Recently, part-level representations [14]–[22] have
become more popular, as they include fine-grained features
and can effectively alleviate the overfitting risk associated with
deep models. However, as illustrated in Fig. 1, severe part
misalignment frequently occurs in pedestrian images; this is
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Fig. 1. Example image pairs that illustrate the challenges faced by ReID
when attempting to extract semantically aligned part-level representations. (a)
Both the appearance and location of body parts change due to variations in
viewpoint and human pose. (b) The scale and position of body parts are
affected by errors in pedestrian detection. Green rectangles indicate the same
body part.
caused by variations in viewpoint and human pose [23], [24],
as well as errors in pedestrian detection [25].
Many previous works have attempted to solve the semantic
misalignment problem in the context of body parts [2], [14],
[16]–[21]. One intuitive strategy involves detecting body parts
during both training and testing before feature extraction [17],
[18], [24], [26]. However, there are two key downsides to
this approach: first, part detection introduces an additional
computational cost; second, part detection is inherently chal-
lenging, particularly for low-quality images that suffer from
severe image blur or occlusion. Several recent works [15],
[27] have successfully bypassed part detection in the inference
phase. These works mainly adopt the teacher-student training
strategy, in which the teacher model still relies on part location
priors. During the inference process, only the student model is
required for ReID. There are, however, several drawbacks of
this method: for example, the architecture of the model during
training is complex [15], and accurate location of body parts
for each training image is still required [15].
Given the above, it is therefore reasonable to ask whether
part detection can be bypassed during both the training and
testing phases. Our key observation here is that statistics
in a batch of images are stable. Therefore, we propose a
simple framework, named Batch Coherence-Driven Network
(BCD-Net), which learns semantically aligned part-level rep-
resentations by exploiting batch coherence from both channel
and spatial perspectives. More specifically, we build K sub-
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2networks on top of a deep backbone model [16], [28]; each
of these sub-networks extracts features for one specific body
part with the help of two complementary components, namely
a batch coherence-guided channel attention (BCCA) module
and a pair of spatial regularization terms.
Each sub-network includes one BCCA module, which high-
lights the relevant channels for one body part from the output
of the deep backbone model. It has been shown in previous
works that one channel in the top layers of Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs) describes a particular visual pattern
[18], [29], [30], i.e., different body parts in ReID; in other
words, there is correspondence between body parts and chan-
nels. However, part-channel correspondence is not provided.
Accordingly, we here propose a statistically robust method
to estimate the part-channel associations from each batch of
training images. Based on this part-channel correspondence,
we impose a supervision signal that guides the optimization
of BCCA parameters. By using this method, BCCA is able
to highlight channels that are relevant to one specific part and
suppress the irrelevant ones. The supervision is imposed on
the averaged output by BCCA in each batch, which allows the
output of BCCA to be adjustable for each individual image.
Finally, because BCCAs in different sub-networks receive
different supervision signals, these sub-networks are able to
extract diverse and semantically aligned part-level features.
Furthermore, we introduce a pair of spatial regularization
terms that are complementary to BCCA. First, we observe
that although the location of a single body part in each
image varies, its mean position in a single batch of training
images remains stable; this means that the average location
of one body part is coherent across batches. Accordingly, we
impose one part-level regularization on the feature maps for
each respective sub-network. More specifically, for each sub-
network, we conduct average pooling for the feature maps
of all training images in one batch, then constrain the high-
response areas to be consistent with the part’s default location
in well-aligned images. Moreover, by encouraging the K sub-
networks to respond strongly on different locations, these sub-
networks are regularized to enable the learning of diverse part-
level features. Since the part-level regularization is applied
independently to each body part, information may be lost
between adjacent parts. We therefore propose the holistic-level
regularization term to handle this problem. This term requires
that the aggregate of the responses of these K sub-networks
cover the full human body, with the results that all locations
on the human body are encouraged to respond. Consequently,
the two regularization terms help BCD-Net to learn diverse
and complementary part-level features.
During the testing process, all three constraints are removed.
BCD-Net can automatically extract part-aware representations,
since the parameters of each of the K sub-networks have been
optimized to be sensitive to the features of one specific part.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to exploit
batch coherence for part-aware ReID. Extensive experiments
justify the effectiveness of each key component in BCD-Net.
More impressively, BCD-Net consistently achieves state-of-
the-art performance on four large-scale ReID benchmarks:
Market-1501 [31], DukeMTMC-reID [32], CUHK03 [33], and
MSMT17 [34].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Related
works on part-based ReID are briefly reviewed in Section II.
The BCD-Net model structure and training scheme are de-
scribed in Section III. Detailed experiments and their analysis
are presented in Section IV. Finally, we conclude this paper
in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Part-based ReID Models
In recent years, CNNs have been widely applied to ReID
[2], [15]–[19], [29], [35], [36]. In particular, part-based deep
representations [2], [15]–[18], [20], [21] have been proven to
be effective for ReID, as they alleviate the overfitting risk
associated with deep models and their features contain fine-
grained information. Early methods tipically extracted part
features from fixed spatial locations [37], [38], meaning that
their performance became sensitive to the variations of part
locations. Accordingly, many subsequent works [2], [17], [21],
[26] aimed to extract semantically aligned part-level repre-
sentations. These methods can be divided into two categories
according to whether or not part detection is required during
training and testing.
1) Part Detection During Both Training and Testing:
Methods in this category [2], [14], [16]–[19], [21], [26]
perform body part detection and part-level feature extraction
sequentially during both the training and testing phases. Part
detection provides the spatial location of body parts, usually
in the form of bounding boxes [18], [21], [24], from which
the part-level features are extracted. There are two popular
strategies commonly adopted for part detection. The first of
these utilizes outside tools, e.g., pose estimation models [21],
[24], [25], [39] or human parsing algorithms [40], to detect
body parts. However, there are two downsides of this ap-
proach: first, it requires additional computational cost; second,
the ReID performance can be negatively impacted by the
low reliability of outside tools. The second strategy adopts
an attention mechanism to infer the location of body parts
according to the feature maps of ReID models [17], [26], [41],
[42]. While attention-based methods tend to be more efficient
than outside tool-based methods, they still face challenges due
to interference in low-quality images (e.g., severe image blur
and background clutter). In addition, one existing work [18]
clustered channels in feature maps based on the locations of
their maximum responses, such that the average response in
each cluster of channels indicates the position of a particular
part. However, this strategy is sensitive to the part missing
problem that arises due to pedestrian detection errors.
2) Part Detection During Training Only: To address the
aforementioned problems, some methods have been recently
proposed that bypass part detection during testing [15], [27],
[43]. For example, Zhang et al. [15] leveraged a 3D person
model to construct a set of semantically aligned part images for
each training image. These part images enable a teacher model
to learn semantically aligned part features. Subsequently, the
teacher model transfers the body part concepts to a student
model via alignment in their feature spaces. In the testing
3phase, the student model can then independently extract part-
aware features. However, despite the convenience this affords
during testing, this approach still relies on the complex prior
information of body part locations for each training image.
For its part, the BCD-Net method proposed in this paper
bypasses body part detection during both the training and
testing phases, but can still extract semantically aligned part
features. Therefore, it is both robust and easy-to-use for real-
world applications.
B. Methods Based on Batch-level Information
Over the past few years, the use of batch-level information
has been successfully explored in the fields of deep learning
and computer vision [44]–[48]. For example, batch normal-
ization [44] (BN) has significantly accelerated the training
of deep models by normalizing features using the mean and
variance computed from the entire mini-batch. Ioffe et al. [46]
improved BN by constraining the moments of a mini-batch to
a specific range, thereby reducing the variation of statistics
during training.
Inspired by BN, several works have proposed adopting
batch-level information for domain adaptation [47], [48]. For
example, Li et al. [48] argued that domain knowledge can
be reflected by the statistics in the BN layer. Accordingly,
they performed domain adaptation by replacing the statistics
of the source domain with those of the target domain, which
promotes the model’s generalization ability.
For our part, we utilize batch-level information in another
application, namely part-aware ReID. In brief, we make use
of the batch-level information to build constraints from both
channel and spatial perspectives. These constraints drive ReID
models to extract semantically aligned part-level features.
We have accordingly named the proposed method Batch
Coherence-Driven Network (BCD-Net).
III. BATCH COHERENCE-DRIVEN NETWORK
In this section, we first introduce the motivation and overall
network architecture of BCD-Net, then describe each of its
key components in detail: namely, sub-networks for feature
extraction, part-relevant channel identification via BCCA, and
a pair of spatial regularization terms.
A. Overview
Existing works have demonstrated that specific channels
in the top layers of CNNs describe specific visual patterns
[18], [43], [49]–[51] (i.e., different body parts in ReID). As
explained in Fig. 2, each column represents responses on the
same channel for different images. Here, we present five rep-
resentative channels, each of which respectively corresponds
to the head, chest, waist, knee, and foot of one pedestrian.
It is evident that correspondence exists between channels and
body parts; this motivates us to extract part-level features based
on part-relevant channels. In this paper, we define body parts
according to the method outlined in [16], [30]. In brief, we
divide one pedestrian uniformly into K parts in the vertical
direction, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2. Visualization results of responses on five representative channels in
the feature maps output by a ResNet-50 backbone model. Each row presents
responses for the same image. It can be seen that there exists correspondence
between the channels and body parts; in other words, each channel in this
figure describes one body part.
We build K sub-networks on the top of a deep backbone
model [28], each of which extracts features for a specific
body part with the help of two complementary components,
i.e., BCCA and a pair of spatial regularization terms. The
architecture of BCD-Net is illustrated in Fig. 3. Following
the method outlined in [16], we use ResNet-50 [28] as the
backbone model and remove its last spatial down-sampling
operation to increase the size of the output feature maps. In
the interests of simplicity, the output feature maps for the
i-th image in the batch are denoted as Ti ∈ RC×H×W in
the following; here, these three numbers denote the channel,
height, and width dimensions respectively. The aggregation of
feature maps of N images in the batch is denoted as a four-
dimensional tensor T ∈ RN×C×H×W . Next, we attach K
sub-networks to the backbone model in order to perform part-
level feature extraction. The semantic consistency of the part
features is ensured by the two complementary components,
i.e., BCCA and a pair of spatial regularization terms.
B. Sub-networks for Feature Extraction
As illustrated in Fig. 3, the structure of each sub-network,
which is constructed in a similar way to that proposed in
two recent works [15], [30], comprises the following: one
1×1 convolutional (Conv) layer, one global maximum pooling
(GMP) layer, a second 1 × 1 Conv layer, and one fully
connected (FC) layer for person classification. Moreover, both
Conv layers incorporate one BN layer [44] and one ReLU
layer [52]. The dimension of both Conv layers is set to 512.
Each of the K sub-networks is optimized by the cross-entropy
loss attached to the FC layer. The loss function for the k-th
sub-network is formulated as follows:
Lkid = −
1
N
N∑
i=1
log
ew
k
yi
T
fki∑J
j=1 e
wkj
Tfki
, (1)
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Fig. 3. Architecture of BCD-Net during the training stage. BCD-Net builds K sub-networks on the ResNet-50 backbone model for K body parts. In the
interests of simplicity, only one sub-network is illustrated in this figure; the other sub-networks share the same structure. BCD-Net is free from body part
detection during both training and testing, but still extracts semantically aligned part-level features. Therefore, it is very efficient and easy to implement.
Semantic consistency of part features is ensured by two complementary components, i.e., BCCA and a pair of spatial regularization terms. We concatenate
the K part features as the pedestrian representation.
where wkj is the weight vector for class j, N is the batchsize
during training, and J is the number of classes in the training
set. Moreover, yi and fki represent the label and the k-th part
feature for the i-th image in a batch, respectively. The output
of the second 1× 1 Conv layer is chosen as the part feature.
The bias term is omitted in the interests of simplicity.
We concatenate the K part features to create the holistic
representation hi for the i-th image, as follows:
hi = [f
1
i
T
f2i
T
. . . fKi
T
]T. (2)
hi is further optimized by the triplet loss function [53]
with a batch-hard triplet sampling policy [54]. In order to
ensure that sufficient triplets are sampled during training, we
randomly sample A images in each of P random identities
to compose a batch; therefore, the batch size N is equal to
P ×A. The triplet loss is formulated as follows: Ltp =
1
Ntp
P∑
i=1
A∑
a=1
[ max
p=1...A
D(hai ,hpi )− min
n=1...A
j=1...P
j 6=i
D(hai ,hnj )+α]+, (3)
where α is the margin of the triplet constraint, while Ntp
denotes the number of triplets that violate the triplet constraint
in a given batch. [·]+ = max(·, 0) represents the hinge loss. hai ,
hpi and h
n
j are holistic representations of the anchor, positive,
and negative images in a triplet, respectively. Finally,D(hi,hj)
denotes the cosine distance between the two feature vectors
hi and hj .
C. Batch Coherence-guided Channel Attention
The K sub-networks share identical input: i.e., Ti. Naive
training of the above model results in all sub-networks extract-
ing similar holistic features, as illustrated in Fig. 8(a). Existing
works solve this problem by providing the sub-networks with
the location of body parts for each image, either during
 
Fig. 4. Structure of the adopted channel attention module. The items in each
bracket denote the number of filters, kernel size, and stride respectively. By
default, each Conv layer is followed by a BN layer.
training only [15], [27] or during both training and testing
[14], [17], [18], [21], [26]. However, body part detection is
challenging, especially for low-quality images.
We solve this problem through the use of BCCA, which
highlights the relevant channels for each individual body part.
As shown in Fig. 3, BCCA is embedded into each sub-
network. Similar to existing channel attention (CA) models
[17], [55], BCCA is realized by a GMP layer and two
successive 1 × 1 Conv layers. The configuration of BCCA
is illustrated in more detail in Fig. 4. Moreover, Cki in Fig.
3 denotes the predicted channel weights for the i-th image
in a batch and is utilized to recalibrate channels in Ti via
channel-wise multiplication, as follows:
T˜ki = C
k
i ⊗Ti, (4)
where ⊗ denotes the channel-wise multiplication operation.
However, without explicit guidance, BCCA is unable to
automatically identify part-relevant channels. Therefore, we
introduce a specific supervision signal Cˆk for the BCCA
module in the k-th sub-network. The elements in Cˆk indicate
the relevance of each channel to the k-th part. We estimate
Cˆk from the images in each training batch according to the
following four steps.
First, we reshape T ∈ RN×C×H×W into a set of C feature
maps Mc ∈ RN×H×W . Mc is constructed by stacking the
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Fig. 5. The pipeline for estimating the relevance of the c-th channel in Ti to
K body parts. We first divide the N channels in Mc into K groups Gkc (1 6
k 6 K) based on the location of their maximum responses. Subsequently,
Gkc (1 6 k 6 K) are encoded into a vector vc, which is then normalized to
produce v˜c.
c-th channel in Ti (1 6 i 6 N ) according to the channel
dimension.
Second, we estimate the relevance of each channel to each
of the K body parts. The extent of this relevance can be
inferred from the frequency that the channel activates in the
region of each respective part. Although the part location for
each image is unknown, we can observe that the alignment
errors in most images are small or moderate. Accordingly, we
first roughly estimate the part location by uniformly dividing
each channel in Mc into K regions Rk (1 6 k 6 K), as
illustrated in Fig. 5. Subsequently, the N channels in Mc are
divided into K groups based on the location of their maximum
responses. More specifically, we assign a channel to the k-th
group Gkc when the spatial location of its maximum response
lies in Rk. Therefore, we can encode Mc into vc as follows:
vc = [v
1
c , v
2
c , . . . , v
K
c ], (5)
where vkc denotes the number of channels in G
k
c . Intuitively,
vc indicates the relevance of the c-th channel in Ti to each
body part.
Third, we normalize vc to obtain v˜c, as follows:
v˜c =
{
[0, 0, ..., 0] if v¯c < bβ ×Nc
[
v1c
v¯c
,
v2c
v¯c
, . . . ,
vKc
v¯c
] if v¯c > bβ ×Nc, (6)
where v¯c = max{v1c , v2c , . . . , vKc }. β is a pre-defined hyper-
parameter and b∗c represents the rounding down operation on
∗. If the value of v¯c is smaller than bβ × Nc, we regard the
c-th channel as an irrelevant channel that will not be useful for
describing a specific body part. When this occurs, we perform
filtration via setting the K elements in v˜c to 0; otherwise, we
normalize vc using v¯c, as described in Eq. 6.
Finally, we generate the supervision signal Cˆk for the
output of BCCA. We concatenate v˜c (1 6 c 6 C) along
the row dimension and obtain a matrix Cˆ ∈ RC×K . The k-th
column of Cˆ is the supervision Cˆk for BCCA that reflects the
relevance of the C channels to the k-th part.
Rather than imposing the above supervision signal on each
individual image, we instead propose a batch-level constraint
that makes the output of BCCA adjustable for each image.
More specifically, we average the output of BCCA for N
images as follows:
C¯k =
1
N
N∑
i=1
Cki . (7)
Next, we optimize the output of BCCA by minimizing the
cosine distance between C¯k and Cˆk, as follows:
LkC = D(C¯k, Cˆk). (8)
Since we have imposed different supervision signals on the
K BCCA modules, the features extracted by K sub-networks
become part-specific and therefore diverse.
D. Spatial Regularizations
In the next step, we propose a pair of spatial regularization
terms that are complementary to BCCA. We can observe that,
although the location of the same body part varies from image
to image, its average location across all training images in a
batch is stable. We therefore propose a pair of simple batch-
level regularization terms, which guide the K sub-networks
to learn diverse and complementary part-level features while
also bypassing part detection for each image.
1) Part-level Regularization: This regularization is imposed
on each sub-network. For the k-th sub-network, the output
feature maps of its first Conv layer after BCCA can be denoted
as Fk ∈ RN×C1×H×W for a batch; here, the four numbers
indicate the batch, channel, height, and width dimensions,
respectively. Moreover, the feature maps for the i-th training
image are denoted as Fki ∈ RC1×H×W . We reshape Fk into
F˜k ∈ RZ×H×W , where Z = N ×C1. As shown in Fig. 6(a),
we obtain a spatial attention map Sk ∈ RH×W by performing
average pooling on F˜k along the channel dimension, and
subsequently obtain the vector pk(x) ∈ RH by averaging the
values for each row of Sk. More formally:
pk(x) =
1
Z ×W
Z∑
i=1
W∑
j=1
F˜k(i,x,j). (9)
Here, F˜k(i,x,j) represents the element that lies in the i-th
channel, x-th row, and j-th column of F˜k. Accordingly, each
element in pk(x) represents the average response of images
in a batch at a specific position along the height dimension.
We then normalize pk(x) using its L1 norm, as follows:
p˙k(x) =
pk(x)
‖pk(x)‖1 . (10)
We anticipate that elements with a high response in p˙k(x)
will be consistent with the default location of the part in
question in well-aligned images. Therefore, the ground-truth
response vector pˆk(x) can be formulated as follows:
pˆk(x) =
{
γ if H×(k−1)K + 1 6 x 6
H×k
K
K−γ×H
H×(K−1) otherwise,
(11)
where γ is a hyper-parameter used to control the amplitude of
the part features in the height dimension. The shape of pˆk(x)
is illustrated in Fig. 6(b). We assign high values (i.e., γ) to
the HK elements that are relevant to the k-th part in pˆ
k(x).
We also assign small values to the other elements in pˆk(x) to
account for the variation in body part locations.
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Fig. 6. Illustration of how the part-level regularization term is applied to body
parts. (a) Flowchart of computing p˙k(x) for a batch of images. (b) For each
sub-network, KL-Divergence loss is employed to minimize the discrepancy
between the predicted response p˙k(x) (on the left) and ground-truth response
pˆk(x) (on the right). Red and blue denote stronger and weaker responses,
respectively. This figure depicts the regularization terms when K is set to 6.
(Best viewed in color.)
As shown in Fig. 6(b), pˆk(x) is different for each of
the K sub-networks to ensure diversity among the K part-
level features. We use KL-Divergence loss to minimize the
discrepancy between p˙k(x) and pˆk(x) for each sub-network:
Lkp =
H∑
x=1
pˆk(x) log(
pˆk(x)
p˙k(x)
). (12)
2) Holistic-level Regularization: Although the above part-
level regularization terms drive the sub-networks to learn part-
specific features, they ignore the distribution of responses
throughout the whole human body. Accordingly, we propose
a holistic-level regularization term that guides the K sub-
networks to extract features from all locations across the
human body.
As illustrated in Fig. 3, we concatenate F˜k (1 6 k 6 K)
along the channel dimension and obtain F˜ ∈ R(K×Z)×H×W .
Next, we conduct cross-channel average pooling on F˜ and
obtain another holistic attention map S ∈ RH×W . Finally, we
generate a vector ph(x) ∈ RH by averaging the values for
each row in S. ph(x) indicates the average response of all K
sub-networks on the human body. More formally:
ph(x) =
1
K × Z ×W
K∑
k=1
Z∑
i=1
W∑
j=1
F˜k(i,x,j). (13)
We then conduct L1 normalization for ph(x), as follows:
p˙h(x) =
ph(x)
‖ph(x)‖1
. (14)
Since we expect responses from all locations on the human
body, the ground-truth response vector pˆh(x) can be defined
as follows:
pˆh(x) =
1
H
, 1 6 x 6 H. (15)
Similar to the part-level regularization approach, we mini-
mize the KL-Divergence between p˙h(x) and pˆh(x) as follows:
Lh =
H∑
x=1
pˆh(x) log(
pˆh(x)
p˙h(x)
). (16)
E. Person ReID by BCD-Net
The overall objective function of BCD-Net during training
can be written as follows:
L =
K∑
k=1
Lkid + Ltp + λ1
K∑
k=1
LkC + λ2(Lh +
K∑
k=1
Lkp), (17)
where λ1 and λ2 are the weights of the loss functions. For the
sake of simplicity, they are consistently set to 1.
During the testing stage, the representation of one image
is obtained by concatenating the K part-level features, as
described in Eq. 2. The cosine metric is adopted consistently
in order to measure the similarity between the representations
of two images, as follows:
ρ =
h1
Th2
‖h1‖ ‖h2‖ . (18)
IV. EXPERIMENTS
To demonstrate the effectiveness of BCD-Net, we conduct
extensive experiments on four large-scale ReID benchmarks:
namely, Market-1501 [31], DukeMTMC-reID [32], CUHK03
[33], and MSMT17 [34]. The official evaluation protocol for
each database is followed for all experiments. We adopt the
widely used Rank-1 accuracy and mean Average Precision
(mAP) as metrics for evaluation.
Market-1501 [31] comprises 32,668 pedestrian images cap-
tured by six cameras for 1,501 identities. Pedestrians were
detected using the Deformable Part Model (DPM) [56]. This
dataset is divided into a training set and a testing set: the
former contains 12,936 images of 751 identities, while the
latter is composed of a gallery set and a query set containing
19,732 and 3,368 images respectively from the remaining 750
identities.
DukeMTMC-reID [32] contains 36,441 images of 1,404
identities captured using eight high-resolution cameras. A
total of 16,522 images of 702 identities are reserved as the
training set, while images of the other 702 identities are used
for testing. The testing set is further split into a gallery set
containing 17,661 images and a query set including the other
2,268 images.
CUHK03 [33] includes 14,097 pedestrian images of 1,467
identities. Images in this dataset were captured by two disjoint
cameras. This dataset provides two types of bounding boxes:
namely, human-annotated ones and automatically detected
ones using DPM [56]. Both types of bounding boxes are used
for the evaluation of our method. The new training/testing
protocol detailed in [57] is adopted in our experiments. In
line with this protocol, images of 767 identities make up the
training set, while images of the other 700 identities are used
for testing.
MSMT17 [34] consists of 126,441 pedestrian images of
4,101 identities in total. A camera network consisting of
three outdoor cameras and twelve indoor cameras was used
to construct this dataset. MSMT17 is divided into a training
set containing 32,621 images of 1,041 identities, and a testing
set comprising 93,820 images of 3,060 identities. The testing
set is further split into a gallery set of 82,161 images and a
query set of 11,659 images.
7A. Implementation Details
The training sets of all benchmarks are augmented by means
of offline translation [33], online horizontal flipping, and
random erasing [58]. The use of offline translation enlarges
each training set by a factor of 5. The ratio of random erasing
is empirically set to 0.5. All pedestrian images are resized to
384×128 pixels. We set P to 6 and A to 8 in order to construct
a batch (whose size is therefore 48). The hyper-parameters α
(in Eq. 3), β (in Eq. 6) and γ (in Eq. 11) are empirically set
to 0.20, 0.25 and 0.20, respectively. Moreover, the number of
body parts (i.e. K) is set to 6, following [16].
BCD-Net is implemented using the PyTorch framework.
The standard stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimizer with
a weight decay of 5×10−4 and a momentum [59] value of 0.9
is utilized for model optimization. Fine-tuned from the IDE
model [60], the BCD-Net is trained in an end-to-end fashion
for 70 epochs. The learning rate is initially set to 0.01 and
then multiplied by 0.1 every 20 epochs.
B. Ablation Study
We first validate the effectiveness of each newly introduced
component in BCD-Net, i.e., BCCA and the pair of spa-
tial regularization terms. Experiments are conducted on the
Market-1501, MSMT17, and CUHK03 datasets. The results
are tabulated in Table I.
In Table I, “Baseline” denotes our baseline model, which is
constructed by removing both BCCA and the spatial regular-
ization terms from BCD-Net illustrated in Fig. 3. Moreover,
“Baseline+” builds K extra sub-networks on the backbone
model compared to “Baseline”; these extra sub-networks have
the same structure as the sub-network illustrated in Fig. 3.
The way in which input feature maps are obtained for the K
extra sub-networks is the same as that used in the Part-based
Convolutional Baseline model [16]. In brief, we uniformly
slice Ti in the height dimension into K smaller feature maps,
which form the input of these extra sub-networks. As shown
in Table I, “Baseline+” outperforms the baseline model; this
is because the extra sub-networks play a regularization role,
which encourages the backbone model to extract more diverse
and fine-grained features. To improve the performance of
BCD-Net, we include the K extra sub-networks for all models
except “Baseline” in Table I.
1) Effectiveness of BCCA: In this experiment, we demon-
strate the effectiveness of BCCA. In Table I, we equip the
“Baseline+” model with plain CA modules (without super-
vision) and the supervision LkC in Eq. 8, successively. The
experimental results presented in Table I show that plain CA
modules slightly promote the performance of the “Baseline+”
model. For example, performance improvements of 0.2% and
0.8% can be observed on Market-1501 in terms of Rank-1 ac-
curacy and mAP, respectively. Moreover, further applying the
supervision LkC results in the entire BCCA module obtaining a
considerable performance promotion on all three benchmarks
compared with “Baseline+”: in brief, Rank-1 accuracy is
improved by 1.0%, 2.6%, 6.3%, and 4.7% and mAP by 1.4%,
3.6%, 5.9%, and 4.1% on each dataset, respectively. These
experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of BCCA.
。 。 。 。 
Fig. 7. Visualization using t-SNE [61] for the channel weights produced by
K plain CA modules and K BCCAs, respectively. (a) visualization for plain
CA modules; (b) visualization for BCCAs. We sample 10 images for each of
25 random identities. K body parts are represented using different colors. In
this figure, K is equal to 6.
Moreover, we adopt t-SNE [61] to visualize the channel
weights produced by plain CA modules and BCCAs in Fig.
7, respectively. As shown in Fig. 7(a), the channel weights
learned by the K plain CA modules tend to be similar for
each image, meaning that the plain CA modules cannot help
BCD-Net to learn diverse part-level features. By contrast, the
output of K BCCAs for each image are diverse, as illustrated
in Fig. 7(b). In addition, the outputs of the same BCCA
module tend to be similar for different images. This indicates
that BCCAs capture the general characteristic of each body
part across different identities. The above analysis reveals the
effectiveness of the proposed supervision signal that drives
BCD-Net to learn diverse part-aware features.
2) Effectiveness of Spatial Regularizations: In this experi-
ment, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the pair of spatial
regularization terms. Table I presents the results of equipping
the “Baseline+” model with the part-level regularization term
(Lkp in Eq. 12), the holistic-level regularization term (Lh in Eq.
16), and both terms, respectively. After assessing these results,
we can make the following observations. Firstly, equipping
either the part- or holistic-level regularization consistently
brings about performance gains. In particular, the part-level
regularization improves Rank-1 accuracy by 0.8% and 1.7%
on Market-1501 and MSMT17, respectively. Secondly, the
combination of part- and holistic-level regularizations provides
a further accuracy boost, suggesting that complementarity
exists between the two regularizations. Finally, the combina-
tion of the two kinds of spatial regularizations improve the
performance of “Baseline+” by 1.0%, 2.2%, 5.2%, and 3.9%
in terms of Rank-1 accuracy, as well as by 1.6%, 3.6%, 4.9%,
and 3.2% in terms of mAP on each dataset, respectively. These
results demonstrate the effectiveness of employing the pair of
spatial regularizations.
3) Combination of BCCA and Spatial Regularizations:
In this experiment, we equip “Baseline+” with both BCCA
and the pair of spatial regularization terms; this model is
referred to as BCD-Net in Table I. We can observe that BCD-
Net consistently outperforms all other comparison models in
Table I. This result indicates that BCCA and the pair of
spatial regularization terms are complementary in promoting
the learning of semantically aligned part-level features. Finally,
BCD-Net outperforms “Baseline+” by 1.5%, 3.2%, 7.4%, and
8TABLE I
ABLATION STUDY ON EACH KEY COMPONENT OF BCD-NET
Dataset Components Market-1501 MSMT17 CUHK03-Detected CUHK03-Labeled
Metric Extra Nets CA LkC Lkp Lh Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP
Baseline - - - - - 94.4 85.6 77.3 53.5 74.1 69.3 78.7 73.9
Baseline+ X - - - - 94.7 87.1 80.9 58.3 76.8 72.0 80.4 76.5
BCCA X X - - - 94.9 87.9 81.6 59.2 78.8 75.1 81.2 77.8X X X - - 95.7 88.5 83.5 61.9 83.1 77.9 85.1 80.6
Spatial
Regularizations
X - - X - 95.5 88.5 82.6 60.9 81.3 76.6 83.1 79.4
X - - - X 95.2 87.9 81.9 60.2 80.6 76.1 82.1 78.3
X - - X X 95.7 88.7 83.1 61.9 82.0 76.9 84.3 79.7
BCD-Net X X X X X 96.2 89.5 84.1 63.7 84.2 78.7 86.2 81.6
5.8% in terms of Rank-1 accuracy, and by 2.4%, 5.4%, 6.7%,
and 5.1% in terms of mAP on each dataset, respectively. The
above experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of
BCD-Net.
4) Visualization of Attention Maps for BCD-Net: We fur-
ther support the above experimental results by visualizing the
attention maps for the predictions of each of the K classifiers
using Grad-CAM [62]. Three representative models are com-
pared in Table I: “Baseline+”, “Baseline+” with BCCA, and
BCD-Net. The attention maps of one pedestrian image with the
misalignment problem are illustrated in Fig. 8. As can be seen
in Fig. 8(a), the K attention maps of “Baseline+” are similar
and consistently highlight the most discriminative regions of
the pedestrian. This is because all sub-networks in “Baseline+”
share exactly the same input feature maps and are optimized
without any part-specific supervision signals; therefore, their
output lacks diversity. By contrast, BCCA encourages these
sub-networks to learn diverse part-aware features, as shown
in Fig. 8(b). Moreover, the inclusion of the pair of spatial
regularization terms improves the quality of the part features
by encouraging them to be more spatially attentive for each
respective part, as illustrated in Fig. 8(c).
In addition, we further visualize the attention maps gen-
erated by BCD-Net on more pedestrian images in Fig. 9. It
can be seen from these visualizations that BCD-Net attends
adaptively to the body parts, even when alignment errors in
pedestrian detection (Fig. 9(a, b)) or changes of pose (Fig. 9(c,
d)) are present. The above visualization results demonstrate the
effectiveness of BCD-Net.
C. Comparisons with Variants of BCD-Net
1) Comparisons with Variants for the Supervision Signal
Cˆk: We compare the performance of the proposed supervision
signal for BCCA (i.e., Cˆk) with two possible variants, with
results presented in Table II. The first variant, denoted as “One-
hot Vector”, formulates v˜c as a one-hot label vector. In brief,
we set the largest element in v˜c to 1 and the others to 0;
this supervision signal encourages each channel to describe
one exclusive body part. The second variant, denoted as “No
Filtration”, removes the channel filtration step in Eq. 6. This
supervision allows all channels to be used for part-level feature
extraction. To facilitate clean comparison, we remove the pair
of spatial regularization terms in BCD-Net and evaluate the
BCCA module with each of the three supervision signals.
Fig. 8. Visualization of attention maps for each of the K sub-network’s
classifier using Grad-CAM [62]. Three representative models in Table I are
compared: (a) “Baseline+”; (b) “Baseline+” with BCCA; (c) BCD-Net. (Best
viewed in color.)
TABLE II
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH VARIANTS OF THE SUPERVISION
SIGNAL FOR BCCA
Dataset Market-1501 MSMT17
Metric Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP
Baseline+ 94.7 87.1 80.9 58.3
One-hot Vector 95.4 88.2 82.4 61.0
No Filtration 95.5 88.4 82.8 61.2
Ours 95.7 88.5 83.5 61.9
An examination of Table II allows us to make the following
observations. First, all three types of supervision signals boost
the ReID performance; this further proves that the batch-
coherence based supervision signals are effective. Second,
both variants achieve inferior performance relative to our
proposed approach. For example, our proposed method out-
performs the two variants by 1.1% and 0.7% respectively in
terms of Rank-1 accuracy on the MSMT17 database. The
above comparisons demonstrate the superiority of the proposed
supervision signal in BCCA.
2) Comparisons with Variants for BCCA: Next, we com-
pare BCCA with two possible variants in Table III. The first
of these variants penalizes the cosine distance between Cˆk
9Fig. 9. Visualization of attention maps for each of the K sub-network’s
classifier using Grad-CAM [62]. The attention maps of the same sub-network
are semantically consistent across images, even in the face of errors in
pedestrian detection (a, b) and pose variations (c, d). (Best viewed in color.)
TABLE III
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH VARIANTS FOR BCCA
Dataset Market-1501 MSMT17
Metric Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP
Baseline+ 94.7 87.1 80.9 58.3
Variant1 95.4 88.4 82.5 61.0
Variant2 95.3 88.1 82.2 60.4
Ours 95.7 88.5 83.5 61.9
and the output of CA modules for each respective image. The
second variant applies the supervision Cˆk in Eq. 8 during
training in the same way as BCCA. However, it utilizes C¯k
rather than Cki to perform channel-wise multiplication with
Ti in Eq. 4. Therefore, this method adopts the same channel
attention for a batch of images. The two variants are denoted
as “Variant 1” and “Variant 2” respectively in Table III.
As can be seen from Table III, the performance of both
variants is inferior to that of our proposed BCCA. For exam-
ple, BCCA outperforms the two variants by 0.9% and 1.5%
respectively in terms of mAP on the MSMT17 dataset. These
results indicate that the output of BCCA should be adjustable
for each image, although the images follow similar part-
channel correspondence. The above comparisons demonstrate
the superiority of the proposed BCCA module.
3) Comparisons with Variant for the Supervision Signal
pˆk(x): In this experiment, we compare the performance of
the supervision signal pˆk(x) in Eq. 11 for part-level spatial
regularization with one possible variant. In Eq. 11, we assign a
small value to those elements in pˆk(x) that do not correspond
to the k-th part. This setting is designed to account for the
TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH ONE VARIANT FOR PART-LEVEL
SPATIAL REGULARIZATION
Dataset Market-1501 MSMT17
Metric Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP
Baseline+ 94.7 87.1 80.9 58.3
Hard Label 95.3 88.2 82.0 60.2
Ours 95.7 88.7 83.1 61.9
variation of body part locations. One natural alternative would
be to impose a more rigid constraint: in brief, this involves
setting the value of the HK elements that correspond to the k-
th part in pˆk(x) to KH , while the value of all other elements
is set to 0. We refer to this variant as “Hard Label” in Table
IV. To facilitate clean comparison, we equip “Baseline+” only
with the pair of spatial regularizations, but impose different
supervision signals for the part-level regularization term.
Experimental results are tabulated in Table IV. These results
indicate that the proposed supervision signal pˆk(x) outper-
forms the “Hard Label” variant by a noticeable margin. For
example, pˆk(x) outperforms the variant by 0.4% and 1.1%
in terms of Rank-1 accuracy on Market-1501 and MSMT17,
respectively. The above comparisons demonstrate that it is
necessary to account for the change of part locations in pˆk(x)
due to the errors in pedestrian detection and pose variations.
D. Comparisons with State-of-the-Art Methods
We next compare the performance of BCD-Net with that of
state-of-the-art methods on four large-scale ReID benchmarks:
namely, Market-1501 [31], DukeMTMC-reID [32], CUHK03
[33], and MSMT17 [34]. Moreover, to facilitate fair compari-
son, the existing approaches are sorted into two categories:
holistic feature-based (HF) methods and part feature-based
(PF) methods. The PF methods can be further divided into two
sub-categories: methods that extract part-level features from
fixed locations (PF-fixed) and methods that learn part-aware
features (PF-aware).
1) Performance Comparisons on Market-1501: The per-
formance of BCD-Net and the state-of-the-art methods on
Market-1501 are tabulated in Table V. After examining the
results, we can make the following three observations.
First, BCD-Net outperforms all HF methods. When com-
pared with one of the most recent HF methods, i.e. SAN
[69], BCD-Net still exhibits a noticeable performance gain of
1.5% in terms of mAP under the single-query mode. Moreover,
BCD-Net is easier to use than SAN; this is because SAN relies
on a 3D model to normalize each training image. Besides,
SAN adopts a stage-wise strategy during training. By contrast,
BCD-Net can be trained using the standard end-to-end strategy
in a single stage.
Second, BCD-Net outperforms all PF-fixed methods. For
example, BCD-Net outperforms MGN [38] by 0.5% and 2.6%
in terms of the Rank-1 accuracy and mAP respectively under
the single-query mode. Another advantage of BCD-Net is that
it extracts single-scale features, while MGN extracts multi-
scale part-level features; therefore, BCD-Net is more efficient.
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TABLE V
PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS ON THE MARKET-1501 DATASET
Methods Single Query Multiple QueryRank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP
H
F
PAN [63] 82.8 63.4 88.2 71.7
PSE [23] 87.7 69.0 - -
MLFN [64] 90.0 73.4 92.3 82.4
Mancus [65] 93.1 74.3 95.4 87.5
SFT [66] 93.4 82.7 - -
IANet [67] 94.4 83.1 - -
OSNet [6] 94.8 84.9 - -
BDB-Cut [7] 95.3 86.7 - -
ABDNet [35] 95.6 88.3 - -
SCAL(channel) [68] 95.8 89.3 - -
SAN [69] 96.1 88.0 - -
PF
-fi
xe
d
PCB [16] 92.3 77.4 - -
HPM [37] 94.2 82.7 - -
Auto-ReID [8] 94.5 85.1 - -
MHN-6 (PCB) [4] 95.1 85.0 - -
MGN [38] 95.7 86.9 96.9 90.7
Pyramid [20] 95.7 88.2 - -
PF
-a
w
ar
e
MSCAN [26] 80.3 57.5 86.8 66.7
PAR [41] 81.0 63.4 - -
PDC [24] 84.1 63.4 - -
AACN [39] 85.9 66.9 89.8 75.1
PL-NET [18] 88.2 69.3
HA-CNN [17] 91.2 75.7 93.8 82.8
Part-Aligned [14] 91.7 79.6 94.0 85.2
PCB+RPP [70] 93.8 81.6 - -
CASN(PCB) [71] 94.4 82.8 - -
BAT-net [72] 95.1 81.4 - -
CDPM [30] 95.2 86.0 96.4 89.9
FPR [73] 95.4 86.6 - -
DSA-reID [15] 95.7 87.6 - -
BCD-Net 96.2 89.5 97.0 92.7
Third, BCD-Net surpasses all PF-aware methods. For exam-
ple, BCD-Net beats DSA-reID [15] by 0.5% in terms of Rank-
1 accuracy and 1.9% in terms of mAP under the single-query
mode. In addition, BCD-Net does not require part detection
during either training or testing, while DSA-reID depends
on precise part detection during training; as a result, BCD-
Net is easier to use in practice. These findings indicate that
BCD-Net is effective in extracting high-quality part-aware
representations.
2) Performance Comparisons on DukeMTMC-ReID: Com-
parisons on the DukeMTMC-ReID dataset are summarized
in Table VI. These results show that BCD-Net outperforms
all other approaches by a significant margin in terms of both
Rank-1 accuracy and mAP. In particular, BCD-Net beats one
of the most recent part-based methods, i.e., MHN-6(PCB)
[4], by 2.0% and 4.4% in terms of Rank-1 accuracy and
mAP respectively. These comparisons further demonstrate the
effectiveness of BCD-Net.
3) Performance Comparisons on CUHK03: We next com-
pare the performance of BCD-Net with state-of-the-art meth-
ods on the CUHK03 dataset in Table VII. Both the manually
labelled and auto-detected bounding boxes of the CUHK03
benchmark are utilized to evaluate the effectiveness of BCD-
Net.
The comparisons in Table VII reveal that BCD-Net again
achieves the best results, outperforming state-of-the-art meth-
ods with clear margins. For example, BCD-Net scores 86.2%
and 81.6% on Rank-1 accuracy and mAP respectively on
TABLE VI
PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS ON THE DUKEMTMC-REID DATASET
Methods Rank-1 mAP
H
F
PAN [63] 71.6 51.5
DaRe [74] 75.2 57.4
SVDNet [75] 76.7 56.8
PSE [23] 79.8 62.0
Mancus [65] 84.9 71.8
SFT [66] 86.9 73.2
IANet [67] 87.1 73.4
SAN [69] 87.9 75.5
OSNet [6] 88.6 73.5
PF
-fi
xe
d
PCB [16] 83.3 69.2
HPM [37] 86.6 74.3
MGN [38] 88.7 78.4
Pyramid [20] 89.0 79.0
MHN-6 (PCB) [4] 89.1 77.2
PF
-a
w
ar
e
AACN [39] 76.8 59.3
HA-CNN [17] 80.5 63.8
Part-aligned [14] 84.4 69.3
DSA-reID [15] 86.2 74.3
DG-Net [76] 86.6 74.8
BAT-net [72] 87.7 77.3
MuDeep [77] 88.2 75.6
CDPM [30] 88.2 77.5
BCD-Net 91.1 81.6
TABLE VII
PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS ON THE CUHK03 DATASET
Methods Detected LabeledRank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP
H
F
PAN [63] 36.3 34.0 36.9 35.0
SVDNet [75] 41.5 37.3 40.9 37.8
Mancus [65] 65.5 60.5 69.0 63.9
OSNet [6] 72.3 67.8 - -
BDB+Cut [7] 76.4 73.5 - -
SAN [69] 79.4 74.6 80.1 76.4
PF
-fi
xe
d
PCB [16] 61.3 54.2 - -
HPM [37] 63.9 57.5 - -
MGN [38] 66.8 66.0 68.0 67.4
MHN-6 (PCB) [4] 71.7 65.4 77.2 72.4
Auto-ReID [8] 73.3 69.3 77.9 73.0
Pyramid [20] 78.9 74.8 78.9 76.9
PF
-a
w
ar
e
HA-CNN [17] 41.7 38.6 44.4 41.0
AACN [39] 46.7 46.9 50.1 50.2
MLFN [64] 52.8 47.8 54.7 49.2
PCB+RPP [16] 63.7 57.5 - -
CASN(PCB) [71] 71.5 64.4 73.7 68.0
CDPM [30] 71.9 67.0 75.8 71.1
MuDeep [77] 71.9 67.2 75.6 70.5
BAT-net [72] 76.2 73.2 78.6 76.1
DSA-reID [15] 78.2 73.1 78.9 75.2
BCD-Net 84.2 78.7 86.2 81.6
CUHK03-Labeled; this represents an improvement over Pyra-
mid [20] of 7.3% in terms of Rank-1 accuracy and 4.7%
in terms of mAP. Moreover, it is worth noting that Pyramid
extracts multi-scale part-level features, while BCD-Net only
extracts single-scale features. In addition, when compared
with one recent PF-aware method, i.e., DSA-reID [15], BCD-
Net also exhibits obvious advantages. For example, BCD-Net
outperforms DSA-reID by 6.0% in terms of Rank-1 accuracy
and 5.6% in terms of mAP on the CUHK03-Detected dataset.
The above comparisons demonstrate the effectiveness of BCD-
Net.
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TABLE VIII
PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS ON THE MSMT17 DATASET
Methods Rank-1 mAP
H
F
PGR [78] 66.0 37.9
SFT [66] 73.6 47.6
IANet [67] 75.5 46.8
DG-Net [76] 77.2 52.3
OSNet [6] 78.7 52.9
RGA-SC [79] 81.3 56.3
ABDNet [35] 82.3 60.8
PF
PDC [24], [80] 58.0 29.7
GLAD [80], [81] 61.4 34.0
PCB [16], [76] 68.2 40.4
PCB+RPP [16], [76] 68.2 40.4
Auto-ReID [8] 69.8 43.6
BAT-net [72] 79.5 56.8
BCD-Net 84.1 63.7
4) Performance Comparisons on MSMT17: Finally, we
compare the performance of BCD-Net with state-of-the-art
approaches on MSMT17 in Table VIII. As this dataset was
only recently released, only a limited number of works have
reported results on this dataset. We categorize existing these
approaches into two groups, i.e. methods based on holistic-
and part-level features.
The results of the comparisons in Table VIII reveal that
BCD-Net achieves both the best Rank-1 accuracy and the
best mAP. For example, BCD-Net outperforms one of the
most recent HF methods, ABDNet [35], by 1.8% and 2.9% in
terms of Rank-1 accuracy and mAP respectively. Moreover,
BCD-Net also significantly outperforms existing part-based
approaches. Finally, BCD-Net obtains a score of 84.1% in
terms of Rank-1 accuracy and 63.7% in terms of mAP on
MSMT17. In short, the results on MSMT17 are consistent
with those for the first three databases.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we propose a novel framework, named BCD-
Net, which explores batch-level statistics in order to drive the
ReID model to extract diverse and semantically aligned part-
level features. Our contributions are twofold: i.e., we present
a batch coherence-guided channel attention (BCCA) module
and a pair of spatial regularization terms. BCCA highlights
the relevant channels for each respective part. The supervision
signals for part-channel correspondence are summarized from
each batch of training images. Moreover, the part-level spatial
regularization supervises BCD-Net, causing it to emphasize
disjoint part-level spatial regions and learn diverse part-level
representations, while the holistic-level spatial regularization is
designed to explore the complementary information pertaining
to body parts. Furthermore, unlike most existing part-aware
ReID works, BCD-Net bypasses the part detection step entirely
during both the training and testing phases. We conduct
extensive experiments on four large-scale ReID benchmarks,
thereby demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed model
and its ability to achieve state-of-the-art performance.
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